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Abstract: Till today, flashover because of pollution of insulators of overhead transmission lines (OHTL) is a major source of
trouble in the electrical power transmission system. The importance of this problem can be assessed from fault statistics of
high-voltage transmission lines. In Egypt, for example, about 82% of the total faults of transmission and distribution OHTL
are because of pollution. This study deals with laboratory tests, which have been carried out on polluted insulators of the
OHTL that simulate desert environments. In this study, the effect of the variation of conductivity of the polluted layer by
means of equivalent salt deposit density on flashover voltage (FOV) is investigated. The effect of variation of conductivity of
the polluted, layer along the time required by the procedure needed to form dew, on FOV is also studied. This study is useful
for indicating the worst period after the formation of dew, where the probability of flashover is increased.
1 Introduction

Quality of high-voltage (HV) insulators is required to achieve
high electric performance of HV networks. Insulators are
exposed to the outdoor environment and are contaminated
by different types of contaminants [1, 2]. The problems of
contamination on electrical insulators take place when the
environment that surrounds these insulators contains diverse
substances, which are deposited on the surface of the
insulators. In this case, contamination forms a polluted layer
on the surface of the insulators. In dry conditions, this layer
does not cause great problems, but under the presence of
light rain, humidity, dew or fog the dielectric characteristics
of this layer are decreased. Hence, this layer allows the flow
of a leakage current between insulator electrodes. The
leakage current can increase itself until a certain value that
causes failure on the HV electrical system. The probability
and speed of this failure depend on many parameters such
as, the type and material of the insulator, the climate of the
area, the type and the level of contamination and the voltage
under which the insulator is working. Other effects, which
are caused by the contamination, are the corrosion and
erosion of the insulator. The flashover withstand voltage of a
contaminated insulator is lower than that of a clean insulator,
under the same climatic conditions; hence, flashover risk
increases in case of polluted insulators [3, 4]. In Egypt, the
insulators of overhead transmission lines (OHTL) and
substations are often subjected to sandstorms and hurricanes,
which contain very fast sand particles. Sandstorm in the
desert is an important factor, which decreases the reliability
of transmission lines [5]. There are many researchers who
investigated AC and DC flashover performance of various
types of insulators under different polluted conditions [6–8].
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The effects of ambient humidity and contamination severity
on the characteristics of the leakage were investigated in [9].
Furthermore, the following three different conditions: (i) the
leakage current of polluted insulators under different
humidity degrees; (ii) the leakage current under different
voltage values with moderate humidity; and (iii) the polarity
effect, were also investigated in [10]. A model to predict, AC
flashover voltage (FOV) of contaminated suspension
insulators based on maximum leakage current under AC
operating voltage was presented in [11]. However, still
flashover of the insulation system because of desert pollution
needs extensive investigation efforts. This paper deals with
laboratory tests. These tests are carried out on polluted
insulators of the OHTL that simulate desert environments.
In this paper, the polluted layer is formed artificially on the

surface of the insulator. The conductivity of this polluted
layer is measured against the equivalent salt deposit density
(ESDD), and FOV is also measured with respect to these
conductivities of the polluted layers. Also, a specific
procedure is followed to form dew on the surface of the
insulator. Within this procedure, the conductivity of the
polluted layer as well as FOV are recorded against time.
Furthermore, the results of these laboratory tests are
compared with equivalent results of the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) fog tests [12, 13].

2 Nature of desert pollution

Owing to continuous trend of constructing HV networks in
desert regions, such as Arab countries, Africa and Middle
East, flashover of the insulation system because of desert
pollution needs extensive investigation efforts. Several
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measurements of desert pollution severity were carried out by
the High Voltage Research Center of the Egyptian Electricity
Authority [14, 15]. By the active programme of this Centre,
chemical and grain size characteristics of desert pollution
have been studied. The chemical analysis of the desert
pollution samples, which are taken from the surface of the
insulators of the OHTL existed in the Egyptian desert,
showed that the soluble salts amounted to 12–20% mostly
consisting of sulphates and chlorides: CaSo4 9.8%, NaCl 3%
and KCl 0.5% approximately by the weight of deposit. This
high percentage of soluble salts on insulator surface was
quite unexpected. To the surprise of some people, the
surfaces of transmission line insulators in the desert can
become moist in certain circumstances. Sometimes, there is a
brief rain shower. Otherwise, with sharp drop of temperature
during the night, dew may form on the surface of the
insulators. Also, as the relative humidity increases, the
polluted layer on the insulator surface becomes wetter. The
weather factors for a typical Egyptian desert site near
transmission and distribution substations have been recorded
and analysed [14]. It was found that the maximum and
minimum air temperatures were 42.4 and 12.4°C,
respectively. The largest drop of temperature between
morning and night was 30°C. Owing to the insulators’
thermal inertia; their surface temperature would drop even
below that of atmosphere temperature, thus helping dew
condensation. This dew is a major factor in flashover of
polluted insulators. According to the observation supported
by Monteith [16], it was found that on clear nights,
maximum dew fall was obtained. Dew formation depends on
cooling and relative humidity. A clear sky is essential for
rapid cooling and forming dew on polluted insulator surface
early in the morning. This of course causes flashover,
because of increase in conductivity of the polluted layer on
the surface of the insulators and hence, increasing leakage
current. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the
performance of artificially polluted insulators in a simulated
weather condition, and to determine the expected worst
period at which flashover is expected to occur on HVTL
insulators crossing desert environments.

3 Experimental simulation techniques

3.1 Sample under testing

Since the extreme majority of the HV overhead networks
in Egypt and neighbouring countries are insulated with
porcelain insulator of type πΦ-425, the present tests are
conducted with this type of insulator. It is widely used for
33 kV distribution networks, 66 and 132 kV transmission
lines in Egypt and neighbouring countries. The number of
units per insulator string depends on rating voltage and
operating environment [17]. The cap and pin insulators are
made from steel and they are embedded in a cement layer
with a relative permittivity of 14 and a conductivity of 1 ×
10−13 S m−1 in order to fix with shell. The shell is made of
porcelain with a relative permittivity of 6 and a conductivity
of 2 × 10−13 S/m. The geometrical characteristics of each
insulator unit are diameter, which is 321 mm, the height,
which is 178 mm and the creepage distance, which is 505
mm [17]. A typical cap and pin disc is shown in Fig. 1.

3.2 Formation of polluted layer

The polluted layer is applied artificially on the surface of each
insulator unit under testing. The insulator is properly cleaned
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and dipped in a suitably prepared solution three times
separated by 24 h. A motor driven is used for stirring the
prepared solution to keep it homogeneous during dipping
occurrence. The insulators with the polluted layers are left
to dry at room temperature [12]. IEC 60507 and 60815
methods are used for measuring the surface polluted layer
conductivity [12, 13]. The results of the IEC fog tests are
compared with the results of the dew + fog test. The tested
insulator string is suspended in the fog chamber for about
half an hour at room temperature and 100% relative
humidity. The leakage current, I, is measured when the
specimen is subjected to a voltage of 2 kV/m of the leakage
path of the insulator. The surface layer conductivity (K ) is
calculated according to the following relation [18]

K = 1

R
F (1a)

To take into account the effect of temperature, the following
relation is used

K = 1

1+ aT

1

R
F (1b)

where R = V/I is the total resistance between the electrode,
where the system voltage (V ) is applied, and the ground
electrode; I is the leakage current; α is the temperature
coefficient of the resistance, which is taken in this paper to
be equal to 0.03; T is the insulator temperature; and F is the
form factor of the insulator, which is given by the following
equation [18]

F =
∫L
0

1

pD(l)
dl (2)

where D(l ) is the diameter of the insulator that varies across
the leakage path; dl is an element of the leakage path; and
L is the length of the leakage path of the insulator. In some
tests, the conductivity is recorded for every half an hour
after the relative humidity reached 100%. To measure the
ESDD, the polluted layer is washed down from the
insulator surface after measuring its conductivity. Using a
known quantity of distilled water Q (cm3) and salinity C
(mg/m3), which is the equivalent amount of NaCl that

Fig. 1 Geometry of a porcelain insulator
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corresponds to a specific conductivity, which is obtained by
increasing NaCl concentration in a similar amount of
distilled water until the same conductivity is obtained, the
ESDD is determined from the following relation [19]

ESDD = CQ

A
(3)

where A is the area of the insulator surface. This procedure is
time consuming, but gives accurate results.

3.3 HV source

The transformer used in these tests is rated at 250 kV, has
equivalent R/X = 0.2 and its short-circuit current is 1.5 A.
The HV transformer used in these tests is complying with
IEC 60507 and IEC 60815 [13]. To test the insulators
under HV, 50% of the expected FOV is applied
instantaneously in each test, and then the voltage is
increased regularly until occurrence of flashover. 50% of
the expected FOV is obtained by the up-and-down test
method.

3.4 Formation of dew

As mentioned before, the main factor of insulator surface
wetting, in desert environments, is the formation of dew,
when the air temperature drops sharply, whereas humidity
is relatively high. To simulate the formation of dew in the
HV laboratory, the polluted insulators are left in a
refrigerator at 4°C for 24 h, and then they are hanged inside
the fog chamber at 25°C. Then, the insulators are left, for
about 10 min, in moist air of relative humidity equals
100%, before testing. Within this procedure, the
conductivity of the surface of the polluted insulator is
measured every half an hour.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Measurements of polluted layer conductivity
and ESDD

Fig. 2 shows a relation between ESDD and conductivity of
the artificial polluted layer of the surface of the OHTL
insulator, which is formed according to the experimental
simulation technique that is explained in Section 3. The
present results are with a tolerance of ±5%. From Fig. 2, it
is seen that the relation between ESDD and conductivity of
the polluted layer is nearly linear, where conductivity
increases with increase in ESDD.

Fig. 2 ESDD against conductivities
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Fig. 3 shows the relation between FOV per metre of
the leakage path of the polluted insulator against the
conductivity of the polluted layer. Also, the values of the
flashover (FOV) per metre of the leakage path of both;
clean and dry insulator; and clean and wet (dew + fog)
insulator are presented in Fig. 3. Each point on the curves
of Fig. 3 is the average of ten test readings. From Fig. 3, it
is noted that the FOV (withstand voltage) decreases with
increase in conductivity of the polluted layer and hence,
with increase in ESDD.

4.2 Effect of the formation of dew

Fig. 4 presents a comparison between; the values of the
conductivity of the polluted layer, along the period of the
time that is required by the suggested procedure, to explain
the formation of dew; and the values of the conductivity
obtained by testing the polluted insulator under the IEC fog
test. The interaction between the two curves, in Fig. 4,
indicates the point at which dew is formed. The tendency of
the two curves given in Fig. 4 is different because the
polluted layer and the insulator string are colder in case of
dew + fog simulation than that of fog only and this affects
the measurements of polluted layer conductivity.
From Fig. 4, it is found that the formation of dew needs

about 1.5 h to be formed on the surface of the polluted
insulator, starting from the instant of its hanging inside the
fog chamber. After this time, wetting of the polluted layer
occurs mainly because of the formation of dew on the
insulator surface, besides the absorption of water vapour
from the atmosphere. This process occurs for 2 h until
wetting of the polluted layer reaches a steady state. On the
other hand, in the IEC fog test, the insulator layer absorbs
water vapour from the atmosphere. Also, the layer
conductivity reaches a steady state after about 2 h.

Fig. 3 FOV per metre of the insulator string leakage path against
polluted layer conductivity

Fig. 4 Surface layer conductivity against time
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Fig. 5 gives the relation between the ratios of FOV of the

polluted insulator string (dew + fog and fog) and FOV of
the clean insulator string, against time. This figure is the
simulation of the field environment early in the morning.
From this figure, it is clear that the next 2 h after the
formation of dew (on dew + fog curve) are the worst period
in which the FOV is reduced to be about 17% of the clean
and wet FOV and about 12.5% of the dry FOV with initial
conductivity of the insulator string equal to 20 µS.
Leakage current: Samples of numerous leakage current

pulses are recorded with time on polluted insulators with
the polluted layer representing desert contaminants. The
artificial polluted layer contains (10 g NaCl + 1.65 g KCl +
32.7 g CaSO4 + 100 g filling material for each litre of tap
water). The surface layer conductivity in this case was
20 μS. The applied voltage was 90% of the expected FOV.
Similar tests are carried out on polluted insulators having
the same conductivity, but the polluted layer contains NaCl
only.
The current bursts are recorded over a period of 4 min with

amplitude exceeding maximum leakage current (Ip). These
numbers are given in Table 1. These do not include the
initial bursts corresponding to the formation of dry bands.
The recording of leakage current bursts is started at the
instant of applying the test voltage, after 1.5 from hanging
the insulator string inside the fog chamber.
From the results obtained in Table 1, it is noted that the

number of bursts in case of NaCl only is more than that
given by the polluted layer containing KCl + NaCl + CaSO4.
These results agree with those mentioned in [20], where the
authors tried to declare why artificially polluted insulators
give lower FOVs than those of naturally polluted insulators.
The leakage current is recorded and analysed in most

severe operating conditions, which are represented by
simultaneous dew and fog wetting. In Table 2, the leakage

Fig. 5 Time against percent FOV per metre of the insulator string
leakage path

Table 1 Number of leakage current bursts occurring in 4 min
with amplitudes exceeding different level Ip

Maximum leakage
current Ip, mA

Number of current pulses per minute

Surface layer
contains NaCl

only

Surface layer contains
KCl + NaCl + CaSO4

130 4 1
110 6 2
90 8 5
60 10 6
30 16 9
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current obtained from several tests is tabulated. The
maximum leakage current, the number of leakage current
pulses per minute and the average repetition time of the
leakage current pulses are given in this table against surface
layer conductivity. The applied voltage in each test was
90% of the FOV.
From the obtained results in Table 2, it is clear that the most

severe operating conditions of polluted insulators are
represented by simultaneous dew and fog wetting. The
resulting maximum leakage current values and the number
of pulses are much higher in the simulated dew and fog test
than those obtained by the standard IEC fog test, whereas
the average repetition time in tests simulating dew and fog
is shorter than that obtained by the IEC fog test. The
leakage current phenomenon lasts for a few cycles or
extends up to several seconds as given in Fig. 6, this leads
to a complete flashover of the polluted insulator string.
The leakage current bursts occurring in 5 min with

amplitude exceeding different levels Ip are recorded. The
insulators under testing are wetted by three different
methods, which are as follows:

(i) The IEC recommended method is used. In this method,
the fog chamber is filled with dense fog (relative humidity
100%).
(ii) The insulators were wetted by simulating dew formation.
The tested units are left in a refrigerator at 4°C for 24 h then

Fig. 6 Leakage current bursts

a Brief partial arc
b Long burst

Table 2 Leakage current of tests simulating dew and fog and
IEC test

Surface layer
conductivity, μS

Maximum
leakage

current, mA

Number of
current

pulses per
minute

Average
repetition
time, s

tests
simulating
dew
formation

30 140 10 10
40 180 20 3
50 220 25 2

tests
simulating
IEC fog test

30 80 4 25
40 110 14 10
50 130 18 5
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they are hanged inside the fog chamber at 25°C. The relative
humidity inside the fog chamber was controlled to be 60–80%
during the tests.
(iii) The insulators are wetted by simultaneous fog and dew.
The polluted insulators are left in the refrigerator as explained
in method (ii), after that they are hanged inside the fog
chamber where the vapour is at its saturation.

The results of the three methods are tabulated in Table 3.
From the results given in Table 3, it is clear that the
number of leakage current discharges equal or higher than
100 mA and the number of leakage current discharges equal
or higher than 40 mA increase by increasing the applied
voltage. However, it is not the case when the leakage
current discharges are in the range of 10 mA. This is
because joule heating given from the leakage current pulses
with the amplitudes exceeding 40 mA, in case of HVs,
dried insulator surfaces. This is followed by a few numbers
of pulses of less amplitudes and vice versa, when the
applied voltage is low, the number of leakage current pulses
with amplitudes exceeding 40 mA are small, and the
surfaces of the polluted insulators are still wet, hence, more
number of pulses with low amplitudes should be produced.

5 Conclusions

As the existing standard pollution test methods are not very
representative of desert pollution, in this paper an
innovative artificial method to simulate the formation of
dew on polluted insulators is described. This method gives
a Laboratory simulation of desert pollution. By this method
it is found that the resulting leakage current and the number
of pulses are much higher in the simulated dew formation
test than the standard IEC fog test. Hence, detecting the
leakage current can give information about the formation of
dew. The effect of the formation of dew on FOV is also,
investigated, and it is found that the worst period, where the
probability of flashover is increased, is 2 h after the
formation of dew. These 2 h are the early morning hours.

Table 3 Number of leakage current bursts occurring in 4 min
with amplitudes exceeding different level Ip

Method
of
wetting

Applied
test
voltage

Ip equals
or is
higher
than 100
mA

Ip equals
or is
higher
than 40
mA

Ip equals
or is
higher
than 10
mA

Ip
lesser
than
10 mA

(i) 90% of
FOV

5 22 20 15
(ii) 3 27 32 30
(iii) 10 29 35 20
(i) 70% of

FOV
2 25 30 25

(ii) 2 17 40 40
(iii) 4 22 35 40
(i) 50% of

FOV
– 19 33 50

(ii) – 3 45 80
(iii) 2 10 38 70
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